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Real-Time Incident-ResponSive System for 
Corridor Control: Modeling Framework and 
Preliminary· Results 

GANG-LEN CHANG, JIFENG Wu, AND HENRY LIEU 

An integrated optimal control model has been formulated to address the 
dynamic freeway diversion control process. An effective and efficient 
approach is developed for simultaneously solving div~rsio~ control 
measures, including on-ramp metering rates, off-ramp diversion rates, 
and green/Cycle ratios for traffic signals on a real-time basis. By ap
proximating the flow-density relation with a two-segment linear func
tion, the nonlinear optimal control problem can be simplified into a set 
of piecewise linear programming models and solved with the propo~ed 
successive linear programming algorithm. Consequently, an effective 
on-line feedback approach has been developed for integrated real-time 
corridor control. Preliminary simulation results with INTRAS for a 
sample network have demonstrated the merits of the proposed model 
and algorithm. 

Real-time traffic control for freeway corridors has been the subject 
of increasing research in recent years because of nonrecurrent traf
fic congestion, especially that due to incidents. For a typical freeway 
corridor system consisting of a mainline freeway, a parallel surface 
street, and ramps, an integrated traffic control scheme should 
include three basic elements: (a) on-ramp metering, (b) off-ramp di
version, and ( c) signal timing at surface street intersections. Another 
possible control measure, segmentwide speed limitation, has also 
been studied by European researchers (J,2). However, this measure 
appears impractical and is not recommended in the United States. 

Although ramp metering and signal timing at street intersections 
have received much attention both in theoretical research and in 
real-world applications, relatively few attempts at real-time diver
sion control have been made. In fact, during a severe freeway inci
dent, on-ramp metering usually is not adequate to relieve conges
tion effectively. Diverting some traffic to the parallel surface street 
to make full use of available corridor capacity will be necessary. 
However, to determine the optimal time-varying diversion flow 
rates when an incident is detected is a challenging task. Effective 
integration of on-ramp metering, off-ramp guidance, and signals on 
surface streets will be essential to ensure successful operation of the 
entire freeway corridor. 

A review of the literature yielded some studies on corridor con
trol. Cremer and Schoof (1) formulated a comprehensive corridor 
control model and proposed a heuristic on-line control algorithm on 
the basis of off-line solutions. Chang et al. (3) developed a prototype 
model for dynamic system-optimal control that provides coordi
nated operation between mainline and surface streets, but off-ramp 
flow diversion was not treated as a control measure. Earlier studies 
conducted by Gartner and Reiss (4) and Reiss et al. (5-7) made sig
nificant contributions to this topic, applying a creative multilevel 
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control structure; however, no specific on-line diversion strategies 
at off-ramps were investigated. Other studies conducted by Gold
stain and Kumar ( 8), Papageorgiou (9, 10), Papageorgiou et al. (11), 
and Payne et al. (12) addressed only mainline freeway control. 

Evidently, all three corridor control measures should be inte
grated in formulating corridor traffic models to achieve an optimal 
control. At the same time, an efficient solution algorithm must be 
designed for real-time applications. Only Cremer and Schoof (1) 
have developed an integrated optimal control model that includes 
all control variables. However, their proposed model is very diffi
cult to solve, because it turns out to be a large-scale, nonlinear, 
mixed integer optimization problem, and thus real-time applications 
are precluded. As a result, their proposed solution algorithm is not 
able to handle all the control variables simultaneously. Hence, the 
model has to resort to a two-stage optimization procedure in which 
the upper level is made for route diversion and the lower level for 
ramp metering, speed limitation, and signaling of surface street 
intersections. 

The need to make a decision in real time may dictate the selec
tion of traffic models and an optimization algorithm. A certain 
trade-off between computational effort and an affordable level of 
modeling details is inevitable. Whereas analytical linearization 
techniques can be used to tackle nonlinear models, such algorithms 
generally are not efficient because of the intensive computation re
quirements. Hence, development of an effective algorithm is also at 
the core of an on-line diversion control system. 

The purpose of this research is to formulate a set of linear or 
piecewise linear models that address all issues in an integrated 
incident-responsive corridor control system. The framework of a 
real-time corridor control system is outlined in the next section. By 
adopting a two-segment linear flow-density model, a set of piece
wise linear optimal control models was developed, including 
on-ramp metering rates, off-ramp diversion rates, and green/Cycle 
(g/C) ratios for surface street signals. An efficient solution algorithm 
was developed that makes the proposed diversion control model suf
ficiently fast for use in real-time applications. Finally, an illustrative 
example conducted with a corridor simulation model (INTRAS) is 
outlined to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Consider a typical freeway corridor, consisting of a unidirectional 
freeway segment, a parallel surface street/arterial, and a number of 
on- and off-ramps. The entire corridor is divided into N small seg
ments, each having the same topological structure as shown in Fig
ure 1 and containing only one pair of on- and off-ramps and one 
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IJiftd -- Possible queue 
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FIGURE 1 Arguments of Segment i and their notations. 

crossing street. The off-ramp naturally divides the whole segment 
into two subsegments, the left part and the right part. Whereas each 
parallel street segment is divided into three subsections, it is 
assumed that (a) each on-ramp is close to its upstream surface street 
intersection and the distance between them is negligible from the 
congestion control perspective and (b) the distance between each 
street intersection and its adjacent upstream off-ramp intersection is 
short so that the link free flow time is negligible (but its waiting time 
may be significant because oflimited street storage). Hence, for each 
surface street segment, the analysis of traffic dynamics may be 
focused mainly on two aspects: queuing at its downstream intersec
tions and flow transition from the upstream to the downstream. 

As indicated previously, metering at the on-ramps may not be 
sufficient if the incident is severe. Diverting freeway traffic via 
off-ramps may be necessary. However, the fraction of traffic to be 
diverted needs to be determined so that the prespecified system 
objective (e.g., corridor throughput) can be optimized. At the same 
time, signal timing at street intersections should be responsive to the 
diverting traffic to best serve traffic in the entire corridor. Hence, in 
the proposed model, we focus on formulating the interactions 
between those key control elements. All continuous variables are 
discretized into small equal intervals for analyses. The duration of 
each time interval is denoted as T. Notation and definitions of all rel
evant variables and parameters used hereafter are given in Table 1. 
With these defined variables, the principal issue is to solve the 
optimal on-line control strategies {R;(k), d;(k), B;(k), j3;(k)} accord
ing to traffic surveillance data and all other available information. 

DYNAMIC TRAFFIC MODELS 

Mainline Traffic Dynamics 

If an equilibrium flow-density relationship prevails for each seg
ment i, the traffic state on a segment can be represented with the 
mean segment density. A dynamic density evolution equation, 

according to the flow conservation law, can be formulated as 
follows: 

. T 
pf{k) = pf{k - 1) + ----zI_ [qf _ 1(k) + e;(k)R;(k) 

L;l; 

- f;(k)d;(k) - 0;(k)Qf (k) - qf{k)] 

T 
pf(k) = p1(k - 1) + UP [qf{k) - qf(k)] 

l l 

(1) 

(2) 

where e;(k)R;(k) andf;(k)d;(k) express the actual flow rates at the 
entry on-ramp and exit off-ramp, respectively, of mainline Segment 
i, with e;(k) andf;(k) representing the actual system compliance pa
rameters to the control measures R;(k) and d;(k). It is notable that 
0;(k)Q/ (k) is the regular flow rate exiting at off-ramp i, whereas 
f;(k)d;(k) is the additional flow rate that needs to be diverted. 

To capture the dynamic interrelations between adjacent segment 
flows, the transition flow between adjacent segments is taken as the 
average of the two adjacent segment boundary flows. More specif
ically, it is given by 

qf{k) = ~ {[1 - 0;(k)] Qf(k) - f;(k) d;(k) 

+·Qf(k)} l$:i$:N 

qf(k) = ~ (Qf(k) + Qf +1 (k) - e; +1(k)R;+1(k)] 

1 $: i $: N-1 

q~(k) = Q1/v(k) 

(3) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

where Equation 4b, describing the mainline downstream boundary 
flow, is a special case. 
· · Generally, the density dynamic equations are nonlinear because 
flow rate, Q;(k), is usually a nonlinear function of density, p;(k). That 
limits most of the equations' networkwide applications t6 off
line cases or to small networks because of considerable compu-
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TABLE 1 Definition of System Variables 

Network geometric and physical data 

LiL: physical length (miles) of the left-section of freeway Segment 

liL: number of lanes of the left-section of freeway Segment i 

LiR: physical length (miles) of the right-section of freeway Segment 

liR: number of lanes in the right-section of freeway Segment 

Lis: physical length (miles) of street Segment i 

uiL, vi1.: parameters of flow-density relationship for the left section of freeway Segment 

uiR, viR: parameters of flow-density relationship for the right section of freeway Segment 

per: critical density (vehicle/lane/mile) at which freeway flow reaches its maximum 

pmax: jam density (vehicle/lane/mile) of the freeway 

Vi: normal flow speed (mph) of street Segment i 

Rimax: maximum metering rate (mph) for On-ramp i 

Ri"i": minimum metering rate (mph) for On-ramp i 

bi"11
: maximum number of queue vehicles permitted on On-ramp i 

bi"rr: maximum number of queue vehicles permitted on Off-ramp i 

biR: maximum number of queue vehicles permitted on the right section of arterial street Segment i 

biL: maximum number of queue vehicles permitted on the left section of arterial street Segment i 

C/'rr: queue discharge rate (vehicle/green-hour) of Off-ramp i 

CiR: queue discharge rate (vehicle/green-hour) at the crossing intersection of arterial street Segment i 

C;L: queue discharge rate (vehicle/green-hour) at the off-ramp intersection of arterial street Segment i 

Dynamic traffic demand 

q0R(k): flow rate (vph) entering the upstream end of freeway Segment 1 during interval k 

B1(k): flow rate (vph) entering the upstream end of street Segment 1 during interval k 

Di(k): flow rate (vph) approaching the corridor from the crossing street of segment i during interval k 

8 i(k): proportion of traffic leaving freeway via off-ramp i (not including the diverted portion) during interval 

k 

\(k): the fraction of through traffic of Di(k) 

Incident data 

aiL(k): capacity reduction factor due to an incident on the left section of freeway segment i,and [l-ai1.(k)]lOO% 

representing the reduced percentage of capacity 

aiR(k): capacity reduction factor due to an incident on the right section of freeway segment i, and [l

a; R(k)] 100 3 representing the reduced percentage of capacity 

(continued on next page) 

tational complexity. However, if a linear or piecewise linear Q;(k) 

- p;(k) approximation is acceptable, it is obvious that the dynamic 
density equations (Equations 1 and 2) and the flow-density relations 
(Equations 3 and 4) become linear or piecewise linear, and the com
putational burden associated with the nonlinearity can be substan
tially alleviated. In fact, a two-segment linear flow-density model 
provides a good fit for freeway traffic operations according to recent 
research results (13,14). Figure 2 shows such a two-segment linear 

function, where per represents the critical density at which the flow 
rate reaches its maximum and pmax is the jam density value. 

Now suppose a two-segment linear flow-density function has 
been calibrated for each freeway Segment i: 

Qt(k) = [i/r(p) + uf{p) · pf(k)]at{k) 

QJ(k) = [vf (p) + uf (p) ·pf (k)]af(k) 

(5) 

(6) 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Traffic Volumes (average flow rates in vph) 

qiL(k): flow rate from left section to right section of freeway Segment i during interval k 

qiR(k): flow rate from freeway Segment i to Segment i + 1 during interval k 

QiL(k): flow rate of left section of freeway Segment i during interval k 

QiR(k): flow rate of right Section of freeway Segment i during interval k 

ri(k): 

si(k): 

B;(k): 

A;(k): 

Zi(k): 

E;(k): 

Yi(k): 

P;(k): 

flow rate entering the freeway from on-ramp i during interval k 

, flow rate (involving diverted traffic) leaving the freeway via off-ramp i during interval k 

flow rate entering upstream of street Segment i during interval k 

flow rate on the left section of street Segment i approaching the off-ramp junction during interval k 

flow rate discharging from the off-ramp intersection on street Segment i during interval k 

flow rate discharging from downstream intersection of street Segment i during interval k 

flow rate discharging from downstream Off-ramp i and merging into arterial street during interval k 

mean flow rate entering on-ramp i from the arterial street during interval k 

System Parameters 

-yi(k): proportion of the arterial street traffic entering on-ramp i during interval k 

ei(k): ratio of actual flow rate entering the freeway to the metering rate for on-ramp i during interval k 

fi(k): ratio of actual diverting flow rate to the calculated diversion rate for off-ramp i during interval k 

ai(k): platoon dispersion parameter of street segment i 

77i(k): fraction of through traffic from street segment i to street segment i + 1 

ti(k): mean travel time to traverse the left section of street segment i during interval k 

Control Variables to Be Solved 

R;(k): 

di(k): 

metering flow rate (vph) for On-ramp i during interval k 

flow rate (vph) for freeway diversion at off-ramp i not including normal turning traffic during interval 

k 

6i(k): g/c ratio for signal timing at off-ramp intersection i for the arterial traffic during interval k 

~i(k): g/c ratio for signal timing at crossing street intersection i for the arterial traffic during interval k 

State Variables 

P;L(k): mean density (vehicle/lane/mile) of the left section of freeway Segment i during interval k 

piR(k): mean density (vehicle/lane/mile) of the right section of freeway Segment i during interval k 

xi0 "(k): average number of vehicles on on-ramp i during interval k 

xtrr(k): average number of vehicles on off-ramp i during interval k 

XiR(k): 

X;L(k): 

average nl!mber of vehicles on the right section of street Segment i during interval k 

average number of queuing vehicles on the left section of street Segment i during interval k 

Ramp Traffic Dynamics 

45 

where each of the coefficients v/(p), u/(p) and v/(p), u/(p) take 
two different values, depending on which regime the density values 
fall into, and a}(k) and cr/(k) represent the corresponding capacity 
reduction factors due to the incident. For those segments not 
affected by the incident, parameters al and a/ naturally equal 1. 
Thus, Equations 1 through 6 constitute a set of piecewise linear 
models for the mainline segment density dynamics. 

To simplify the presentation, the lengths of all the ramp links are as
sumed to be relatively short, and thus the traffic state at ramps can 
be represented with its dynamic queuing length evolution. If the 
travel time on any ramp is not negligible, a flow transition equation 
using Robertson's platoon dispersion model (15) can be employed 
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FIGURE 2 Two-segment linear flow-density 
model. 

to capture the traffic variation as used for arterial segments. With 
such simplifications, the on-ramp queuing length dynamics can be 
formulated as follows on the basis of the conservation law: 

xf0 (k) = xf0 (k - 1) + ['YiCk)B;(k) 

- e;(k)R;(k)]T 1 :s i :s N (7) 

where B;(k) is the oncoming fl.ow rate at the upstream end of sur
face street segment i and 'Y;(k) is the decimal proportion of B;(k). 

Similarly, the queuing length dynamics for off-ramps can be 
given by 

x?ff(k) = x?ff(k - 1) + [f;(k) d;(k) + 0;(k)Q1;(k) 

- Y;(k)]T 1 :s i :s N (8) 

The downstream off-ramp discharging fl.ow, Y;(k), is affected by 
the signal timing at its downstream junction with the arterial. As
suming that a two-phase signal timing is applied for each off-ramp 
intersection and each crossing street intersection, the g/C ratios as
signment { 8;(k)} is the only control variable to be optimized. Given 
an off-ramp capacity, the average off-ramp discharging fl.ow can be 
computed by 

Y; (k) = min{ [1 - 8;(k)]Cfff, 

x?ff (k - 1) + [f;(k) d;(k) + S;(k)Qf(k)] T} 
. T 

(9) 

where the last item on the right-hand side expresses the average 
fl.ow rate, if the queue on the off-ramp i can be cleared at the end of 
time interval k. 

Surface Street Traffic Models 

For each surface street segment i, the queues due to incidents shall _ 
be considered at both the segment's downstream off-ramp junction 
and the crossing street intersection. We assume that all intersections 
are under two-phase signal control. The g/C ratios for the arterial 
traffic, 1-8;(k) and 13;(k), .are thus the two key control parameters 
to be optimized. 

For the left-hand-side section of arterial segment i, it can be seen 
that the downstream fl.ow A;(k), approaching the off-ramp junction, 
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is determined to some extent by the upstream· fl.ow rate 
[1- 'Y;(k')]B;(k') over the previous time interval k'. One of the most 
commonly used formulations for such a relation is the following 
platoon dispersion model (15, 16): 

A;(k) = [1 - cx;(k)]B((k) + cx;(k)A;(k - 1) l :s i :s N (10) 

where 

B((k) = {l - 'Y;[k - t/(k)]B;(k ~t;(k)]} l:Si:SN (11) 

and t/ (k) is the closest integer to the value 0.8t; (k)IT; t; (k) is the 
average travel time required for traversing surface street segment i 
when joining the queue within interval k; <X;(k) is the dynamic 
smoothing parameter. 

With Equations 10 and 11, we can establish the interrelation be
tween upstream and downstream flows on arterial segment i. 

Similar to Equations 7 and 8, the queuing length dynamics for 
both possible downstream queues can be modeled as follows: 

xf(k) = xf(k - 1) + [A;(k) - Z;(k)]T (12) 

xf(k) = xf (k - 1) + [Z;(k) + Y;(k) - E;(k)]T 1 :s i ::5 N (13) 

In the same fashion as Equation 9, discharging flows at the down
stream end can be expressed with the following: 

Z;(k) =min[ 8;(k)Cf, xf(k - 1i + A;(k)T] 1 ::5 i ::5 N (14) 

E;(k) = min{l3;(k)Cf, xf(k - 1) + l{:;(k) + Y;(k)T} 

1 :s i :s N (15) 

Finally, the interactions between surface street flows in neigh
boring segments can be established through the following fl.ow con
servation relation at intersections: 

B;+ 1(k) = D;(k)[l - X.;(k)][l - 13;(k)] 

+ TJ;(k)E;(k) (16) 

where 

D;(k)[l - X.;(k)] = demand flow rate entering the corridor from 
the crossing street i during interval k, 

[1 - 13;(k)] = g/C ratio for crossing street i, and 
TJ;(k) = proportion of through traffic at the down

stream end of surface street segment i during 
interval k. 

FRAMEWORK OF REAL-TIME 
CONTROL APPROACH 

Dynamic System Evolution 

Using the notation defined previously, the dynamic state of the 
· entire corridor (see Figure 3) at any time interval can be repre

sented as 

W(k) = F[W(k -1), C(k), G(k), H(k)] 
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t 
System Parameters 

G(k) 

FIGURE 3 Dynamic traffic state evolution mechanism. 

where 

W(k) = {pt{k), p1(k), x?n (k), xr (k), xf(k), xf (k) I for all i} rep
resents the traffic state at interval k, 

C(k) = {R;(k), d;(k), 8;(k), ~;(k) I for all i} denotes all control 
measures to be optimized, 

G(k) = { 'Y;(k), e;(k),f;(k), a;(k), Tl;(k), t;(k) I for all i} denotes the 
time-dependent system model parameters, 

H(k) = {D;(k), A;(k), 0;(k), a7{k), af(k) I for all i} includes both 
the real time travel demand pattern and incident infor
mation; and 

F = function determined by Equations 1 through 16. 

The interrelations between principal modules as well as the con
trol logic are shown in Figure 4. Key functions of each principal 
module are presented. 

Optimal Control Model 

The real-time incident-responsive control problem is to determine 
optimal control measures C(k) (i.e., on-ramp metering rates, off
ramp diversion flow rates, and g/C ratios for surface street signals) 
for time interval k and its subsequent intervals, at the beginning of 
each time interval k, with the given time~varying travel demand pat-
tern and incident information {H(t)}. · 

Depending on an operation agency's major concern, one may 
choose different control objectives, for example, to minimize the 
total travel time, waiting time, delay, vehicle-hours, vehicle-miles, 

Demand &Incident 
data H(k+m) for 
horizon m= 1,2 •.• ,M 

Control 
Strategy 
C(k) 

Current Demand 
& Incident data H(k) 

System 
Parameters 
G(k+m), 
m=l,2, ... ,M 

System 
L arametersl....,..•----•I 
Prediction G(k) · Updating 

FIGURE 4 Flowchart of real-time corridor control logic. 

or pollutant emissions. In this study, we select the total corridor 
throughput as the only measure of effectiveness, because it is the 
primary concern after an incident. The total corridor throughput in
cludes vehicles exiting the corridor at surface street intersections 
and at the last control segment of both the freeway and the arterial. 
A mathematical expression of the corridor throughput is given by 

~ (,~ {[! - 1J; (k)]E,(k) +[I - (3,(k)]ll.,(k) D,(k))T 

+ [qn(k) + BN+1(k)]T) (17) 

Assuming that all the related parameters are available, an optimal 
control model can then be calibrated and executed to maximize the 
objective function, subject to the dynamic constraints (Equations 1 
through 16) and the boundary constraints given in Equations 18 
through 25. Equation 18 represents metering rates, Equation 19 
represents diverting flows, Equations 20 through 23 represent queu
ing lengths, and Equations 24 and 25 represent g/C ratios in signal 
timing. 

(18) 

0 $ d;(k) $ qff - 0; (k)QF{k) (19) 

(20) 

(21) 

0 $ x/(k) $bl (22) 

(23) 

0 $ 8;(k) $ 1 (24) 

0 $ ~;(k) $ 1 (25) 

Because the proposed model has addressed all essential aspects 
of corridor control, theoretically one can extend the optimal time 
horizon to the entire control period of interest. However, because of 
the computing burden and the increasing uncertainty for predicted 
demands, we recommend that optimal control be extended at a short 
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time interval preceded by a commonly used rolling time horizon 
method (17-19). 

Parameter Updating and Prediction 

Under nonrecurrent freeway congestion, most system parameters 
may vary substantially with time, especially those represented in 
G(k). Those parameters must be identified and predicted before the 
optimization of the control measures C(k). 

A large body of dynamic prediction methods, such as time-series 
analysis and the Kalman filtering algorithm, which allow for per
forming parameter estimation and updating with the on-line sur
veillance data, exists in the literature. Example applications of these 
techniques in traffic analysis can be found elsewhere (20,21). 

Optimization Algorithm 

The above optimal control model formulated with Equations 17 
through 25 is basically a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. 
However, because these nonlinear constraints as well as the ftow
density relation can be viewed as two connected linear functions in 
nature, the complex NLP becomes a series of linear programming 
(LP) models on alternative linear constraint regions and thus can be 
solved with efficient LP algorithms. To ensure that all optimal con
trol measures can be generated in a sufficiently short time for real
time applications, a successive linear programming (SLP) algo
rithm was developed for this study. Step-by-step procedures for 
implementation follow. 

SLP Algorithm 

Step 1 

• According to the current traffic state, W(k - 1 ), and the last 
control measure, C(k - 1), select the appropriate linear segment for 
use in Equations 5, 6, 9, 14, and 15 

• Impose the region constraints for the equivalent LP model 
based on the selected segment of each two-piece function. 

• Solve the LP model to produce a control solution, C(k). 

Step 2 

Compute the resulting traffic state, W(k), with this initial control 
measure, C(k). 

Step 3 

Check whether any of Equations 5, 6, 9, 14, or 15 yields the identi
cal value with either of its two functions under the projected W(k) 

and the implemented C(k). If not, this solution C(k) is optimal and 
the search process terminates. Otherwise, go to Step 4. 

Step4 

• Replace those inequality constraints for any of Equations 5, 6, 
9, 14, or 15 with their complement piece of functions. 

• Solve the modified LP model to generate a new C(k). 
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Step 5 

Check whether the objective function value (i.e., total throughput) 
has been improved after changing the constraints. If not, the current 
measure, C(k), is the optimal solution, and the search process can 
be terminated. Otherwise, return to Step 2. 

Discussion of SLP Algorithm 

The algorithm starts with an initial LP model that is based on the 
current traffic state. Appropriate linear flow-density functions are 
then determined for Equations 5 and 6 according to the current link 
density. If the density is less than its critical value, per, the left
segment linear function is selected; otherwise, the right-segment 
linear function is used. Similarly, in Equations 9, 14, and 15, the 
algorithm will select one of two complement functions that reduces 
its value with the current traffic state data. The initial LP model thus 
can be constructed by incorporating the boundaries of the selected 
linear functions (i.e., Equations 14 and 15) into its constraints. 

To examine whether the initial LP formulations actually yield the 
optimal solution, Step 3 is taken to compare the resulting values 
from both of the two linear functions in Equations 5, 6, 9, 14, and 
15, according to the traffic state projected in Step 2 with the initial 
control measure, C(k). If none of the two linear functions in these 
equations are equal, the imposed linear constraint region contains 
the optimal solution, and therefore the obtained LP solution is the 
optimal control measure. However, very often some of the two 
complement linear functions may yield the same value as the given 
LP solution, indicating that some of the incorporated boundaries for 
the linear functions become binding constraints at the solution 
point. Apparently, the optimal control solution is not within the im
posed linear region; it may lie on the boundaries or beyond the lin
ear region. Therefore, Step 4 is executed to check whether the opti
mal solution point is on any of the boundaries. Through replacement 
of the binding inequality constraints, Step 4 and Step 5 are executed 
to see whether some improvement can be made. If not, the previ
ously obtained LP solution is optimal and is located on a boundary 
point of the imposed linear region. The proposed algorithm repeats 
this procedure to successively solve a series of LP problems until 
the optimal control solution is reached. 

The following key features make the SLP algorithm especially 
suitable for use in real-time implementations: 

• It is convenient to implement because only LP problems need 
to be solved, and its formulation need not have any derivatives. 

• The LP solution improves monotonically from one iteration to 
next. 

• The algorithm often terminates within a small number of iter
ations and no loop may exist during the iteratio~ process. 

The SLP approach has been calibrated and tested successfully for 
use on an integrated real-time ramp metering control system (22). 

Refined Real-Time Feedback Control Procedure 

As indicated in Figure 4, by computing the control measures C(k), 
the system parameters G(k + m) (m = 0, 1, ... , M - 1) will all be 
updated and predicted with real-time surveillance data. That feed
back is necessary to achieve adaptive on-line control. Such feed-
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back information is critical, especially when nontrivial bias exists 
for previously predicted parameters. 

According to the rolling time horizon logic, if the accuracy of 
predicted parameters is within an acceptable range, the optimization 
need not be executed in subsequent intervals within the time hori
zon. The control logic, along with the implemented rolling time 
horizon concept, is shown in Figure 5. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

To illustrate the proposed model as well as the solution algorithm 
for potential real-time applications, an example scenario with sim
ulation was developed. 

Simulation Tool 

To evaluate the proposed real-time incident-responsive control, a 
traffic simulation model must be used to provide the surveillance 
data required by the control model. The microscopic simulation 
model INTRAS (23), developed by FHW A for freeway corridor 
simulation analysis, was selected for preliminary evaluation. In the 
numerical example, INTRAS was used to execute the control mea
sures generated by the SLP algorithm, including on-ramp metering 
rates, off-ramp diversion rates, and g/C ratios for surface street sig
nals. Interactively, the on-line surveillance data produced by 
INTRAS are fed back to the SLP algorithm to compute the new co1;1-
trol measures for subsequent time intervals. The INTRAS model 
also provides all the most commonly used measures of effectiveness 
(MOEs) for evaluation. 

Network and Case Design 

Figure 6 shows a sample corridor network. The network consists of 
four identical segments. Each contains a two-lane freeway with 
auxiliary lanes, a three-lane arterial street, one on-ramp, one off
ramp, and one crossing surface street. All street intersections are 
signal controlled. 

Each time interval is 3 min long. A total of 20 time intervals were 
used in the INTRAS simulation runs. An incident was assumed to 
occur on the downstream end of-the second segment from time in
tervals 3 to 8. A detailed description of the experimental design and 
its implementation on INTRAS can be found elsewhere (24). 

Initialization · t := 0 

Input demands and Pr ct parameters for 
incident data for time time intervals t+l ... t+M 
intervals t+l, ... ,t+M 

Implement optimization modul 
to compute control C(k) 

for time mtervals t+ 1 ... t+ M 

No 

Project traffic flows for 
time intervals t+ 1, ... ,t+M 

No 

FIGURE 5 Refined real•time feedback control logic. 
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The following three cases with different freeway traffic loadings 
were simulated in the experiment: Case 1, high freeway demand 
(3,300 vph) with a severe incident (50 percent reduction in capac
ity); Case 2, moderate freeway demand (3,000 vph) with a severe 
incident (50 percent reduction in capacity); and Case 3, low free
way demand (2,600 vph) with a minor incident (25 percent reduc
tion in capacity). 

On surface streets, an entry volume of 1,200 vph is assumed at 
the upstream control boundary of the arterial street. On each cross
ing street, the entry flow is assumed to be maintained at 600 vph, 
with 30 percent of vehicles turning right to the arterial street. For 
evaluation of the model's effectiveness, four scenarios were devel
oped for each case: (a) no control, (b) on-line strategy produced by 
the proposed model, (c) moderate control (Control A), and (d) in
tensive control (Control B). Control A and Control B for each case 
are briefly described: 

Freeway 11 11 II 

1ou·uou·uouua 
::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :e:::: e: :/::::: ·::.:::::::::: :•:::: :e.: /:::::::::.:::::::::: e:::: •: :/· · · ·:::::::: ·. ·: ::: 
_.. Arteri81 street It ... · tf t[... ..... 

- Segment 1 f- Segment 2 Segment 3 -/- Segment 4-

CD - ···Signal 

FIGURE 6 Corridor network example. 
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TABLE 2 Total Throughput from Simulation Results 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Scenarios 

throughput throughput throughput throughput throughput throughput 
increase 

No control 6893 0 6616 

Control -A 6936 43 6624 

Control -B 6936 43 6610 

On-line control 7218 325 6849 

• Case 1: Control A is a moderate diversion control, whereby the 
first two on-ramps are closed and 10 percent of freeway vehicles are 
assumed to divert via the off-ramps of the first two corridor seg
ments. The g/C ratio of traffic signals is adjusted accordingly to re
spond to the diverting traffic. For the intensive control case, Con
trol B, 20 percent of freeway traffic will divert at the second. two 
subsequent off-ramps. 

• Case 2: Control A represents a moderate diversion control 
under which the first two on-ramps are closed and 10 percent of 
freeway traffic will divert via the second off-ramp. The g/C ratio of 
traffic signals is adjusted accordingly to respond to the diverting 
traffic. For the intensive control case, Control B, 20 percent of free
way traffic will divert at the second off-ramp. 

• Case 3: Because of the light freeway traffic demand and the 
minor incident involved, only the second on-ramp will be closed for 
Control A. As for Control B, in addition to the ramp closure, 5 per
cent of freeway traffic will divert at the second off-ramp. The g/C 
ratios of traffic signals are adjusted to respond to the diverting 
traffic. 

All diverted freeway traffic is assumed to reenter the freeway at 
the nearest downstream on-ramp beyond the incident, if the on
ramp capacity allows. If the nearest on-ramp reaches its capacity, 
diverted traffic will proceed on the surface street and reenter the 
freeway via the next available on-ramp. Note that neither Control A 
nor Control B, in any case, was randomly selected for evaluation. 
Each actually represents a reasonable control plan produced by se
nior freeway operation engineers. In addition, g/C ratios of all traf
fic signals are adjusted or optimized on the basis of expected di
verting traffic patterns. 

Simulation Results 

Although a wide variety of MOEs, including total vehicle-miles, 
total vehicle-minutes, average travel speed, and total delay, are 
available in the output of INTRAS, most of them have some limi
tations for use in guiding real-time corridor control. For instance, 
high vehicle-miles may be accompanied by high vehicle-minutes or 
a low average speed. Similarly, the objective of maximizing speed 
or minimizing total delay may imply fewer vehicles being served. 
Therefore, total corridor throughput remains a more reasonable 
MOE for evaluation. Table 2 indicates the total corridor throughput 
resulting from the simulation runs for all cases and scenarios. 
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It is evident that the proposed on-line control algorithm produced 
the highest total corridor throughput in all cases (Table 2). 

FIGURE 7 Cumulative throughput increase versus no 
control. 
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"Throughput increase" in Table 2 denotes the total corridor 
throughput increases for each scenario compared with the no
control scenario at the end of the 60-min control period. To better 
demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed approach, the 
time-varying cumulative throughput increase for 20 time intervals 
in four control scenarios is presented in Figure 7, for the three 
illustrative cases. Except for Case 3 (low freeway traffic demand 
with a minor incident) and Control B of Case 1, all control scenar
ios produce higher corridor throughput than the no-control case 
during the incident period. Among the four scenarios, the on-line 
control performs best during the entire control period. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A modeling framework, as well as formulations for its use for real
time freeway incident control, was presented. The proposed model 
is capable of generating the optimal control target for all available 
control measures, including on-ramp metering rates, off-ramp 
diversion fractions, and signal timing plans at surface street inter
sections in an entire corridor. By approximating the nonlinear 
flow-density relation with two linear complement functions, the 
study developed an efficient algorithm, named SLP, to solve the 
proposed integrated freeway diversion control model. Preliminary 
results from the numerical example with INTRAS have demon
strated the potential efficacy of the proposed modeling system as 
well as algorithm. 

Further research along this line, conducted at the University of 
Maryland, incorporates an advanced signal control at surface inter
sections and extension of control boundaries to multiple surface 
streets. Thus, both freeways and surface street networks can be op
erated under a consistent control strategy. 
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